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Abstract
Data clustering, local pattern mining, and community detection in graphs are three
mature areas of data mining and machine learning. In recent years, attributed sub-
graph mining has emerged as a new powerful data mining task in the intersection of
these areas. Given a graph and a set of attributes for each vertex, attributed subgraph
mining aims to find cohesive subgraphs for which (some of) the attribute values have
exceptional values. The principled integration of graph and attribute data poses two
challenges: (1) the definition of a pattern syntax (the abstract form of patterns) that is
intuitive and lends itself to efficient search, and (2) the formalization of the interesting-
ness of such patterns. We propose an integrated solution to both of these challenges.
The proposed pattern syntax improves upon prior work in being both highly flexible
and intuitive. Plus, we define an effective and principled algorithm to enumerate pat-
terns of this syntax. The proposed approach for quantifying interestingness of these
patterns is rooted in information theory, and is able to account for background knowl-
edge on the data. While prior work quantified the interestingness for the cohesion of
the subgraph and for the exceptionality of its attributes separately, then combining
these in a parameterized trade-off, we instead handle this trade-off implicitly in a
principled, parameter-free manner. Empirical results confirm we can efficiently find
highly interesting subgraphs.
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1 Introduction
The availability of network data has surged both due to the success of social media
and data collection efforts in the experimental sciences. Consequently, graph mining
is one of the most popular research topics in the data mining community. The value
of graphs derives from their ability to represent meaningful relationships between
data objects. This data structure can also be extended, by associating attributes to
vertices, to also consider object properties. A myriad of methods exists to analyze
graphs computationally and find ‘patterns’ in them. At a high level, these methods
can be grouped based on whether they are local or global. Global approaches aim
at re-configuring the graph by grouping the closest vertices or the most similar ones,
such as graph clustering (or community detection) (Fortunato 2010). Local approaches
aim at extracting parts of the graph having particular or exceptional characteristics,
in view of the graph as a whole (Moser et al. 2009; Silva et al. 2012; Prado et al.
2013; Kaytoue et al. 2017). However, these approaches define subgraphs of interest as
elements of a pattern syntax satisfying constraints, for which the disadvantages of the
threshold effects are known (Bistarelli and Bonchi 2005). To leverage these problems,
we propose to model user beliefs as probabilities and extract subgraphs that are the
most informative with respect to this prior knowledge and simple enough to be easily
assimilated by the user.
In this paper we introduce a new method, called SIAS-Miner, for the exploratory
analysis of vertex-attributed graphs in terms of local patterns. Considering a graph
whose vertices are described by a set of count variables—variables that can only take
non-negative integer values representing occurrences of an associated phenomenon—
SIAS-Miner aims to extract subgraphs that are both cohesive (any shortest path
between two subgraph vertices is bounded by a small value, with potentially few
exceptions) and whose vertices have exceptional values (unusual large or small val-
ues) on a subset of attributes. These patterns consist of connected subgraphs with small
diameter characterized by a set of extreme values on some of the attributes. The advan-
tage of such subgraphs is that they can easily be topologically described by a small
set of vertices called core vertices and a subgraph radius. These so-called Cohesive
Subgraphs with Exceptional Attributes (CSEA patterns), are easy-to-understand sub-
graphs across which a specified subset of the attributes consistently have exceptionally
large or small values.
These patterns can be useful in different contexts. For example, in a graph where
each vertex represents a block of a city depicted by attributes that indicate the prepon-
derance of different kinds of facilities (outdoor facilities such as parks, food places such
as restaurants, colleges, etc.), SIAS-Miner makes it possible to identify city blocks that
are geographically close and consistent in terms of service offerings. These findings
can then be used to recommend areas to people that move into a new city (Gionis et al.
2015) while wishing to keep the characteristics of their previous neighborhood. In a
graph representing a social network (e.g., Twitter), where the vertices are the users, the
edges represent their interactions and the attributes measure the prevalence of some
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characteristics (such as the hashtags used in their messages), SIAS-Miner identifies
groups of users who talk about the same topics while pointing out the key persons. In a
graph representing a biological network, such as a protein-protein interaction network
with attributes describing their structure, SIAS-Miner may identify the protein char-
acteristics that yield to a strong interaction while identifying the proteins (i.e. genes)
that play a central role.
Let us further detail the syntax of CSEA patterns: A CSEA pattern is made of two
parts: (1) A subgraph induced by a subset of vertices, hereafter called cover. Instead
of enumerating the whole set of the cover, which can be laborious and uninforma-
tive, the CSEA cover is described as the intersection of several neighborhoods with
potentially some exceptions. Each neighborhood is a geodesic subgraph defined by a
vertex, named core, and a radius, and it gathers all the vertices of the graph that are
at a geodesic distance at most equal to the radius. (2) A set of exceptional attributes
and their ranges of values within the vertices of the cover, called characteristic. These
exceptional attributes are defined by restrictions on their value domains. We are par-
ticularly interested in the extreme values compared to the values taken on the other
vertices of the graph. When these values are high, we will speak of attribute with
exceptionally prevalent values, while for low values, we will speak of attributes with
exceptionally non-prevalent values. The cover and the characteristic are related by
the fact that the values of these vertices on the attributes of the characteristic belong
to the specified domains.
Figure 1 shows some examples of CSEA patterns returned by SIAS-Miner applied to
a geographic network derived from the social network Foursquare. It depicts London’s
districts with attributes that indicate the prevalence of different kinds of facilities
(outdoor facilities such as parks, food places such as restaurants, colleges, etc.). For
example, CSEA pattern P1 covers all the green vertices that are at distance at most 3
of the core vertex v1 in blue on the figure. In all these vertices but the three vertices
in red, nightlife and professional venues are exceptionally prevalent (their number is
unexpectedly high). For instance, v2 is a cover vertex in P1, and it is thus covered by the
characteristic (the prevalence of nightlife and professional venues). The vertex v3 is an
exception, i.e., although it is a 3-hop neighbor of v1, it is not part of P1 (it is not covered
by the characteristic). Pattern P14 is defined by the intersection of the 3-hop neighbors
of the core vertices v4 and v5 in blue on the figure. With one exception (shown on
the figure using red), all the vertices have exceptionally prevalent (a large number of)
professional venues and exceptionally non-prevalent (few) college and event venues.
For each identified pattern P , the core vertices are chosen automatically so that their
number and the number of exceptions are minimized.
Once the pattern syntax defined, let us explain how the interestingness of the patterns
is evaluated. SIAS-Miner is innovative in using a new flexible interestingness measure
for exceptional subgraph patterns based on information theory, using a quantification
of informativeness and interpretability. The informativeness of a pattern is a function
of the number of vertices in the cover (more is better), the number of attributes in the
characteristic (more is better) and the exceptionality of the values for those attributes
(also more is better). The exceptionality is quantified with respect to specified back-
ground knowledge available about the graph, making the informativeness a subjective
measure. This background knowledge is iteratively updated with the new information
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Fig. 1 Top patterns discovered in the London graph by SIAS-Miner . Green blocks are vertices in the
cover, blue blocks are core vertices that are in the cover, red blocks are exceptions (in the neighborhoods
but not in the cover). The covers of the top 4 patterns are defined in terms of a single neighborhood with
a maximal geodesic radius between two and three, while the cover of the pattern P14 is defined as the
intersection of two neighborhoods (Color figure online)
acquired by the user during the mining process, which allows SIAS-Miner to iden-
tify a set of non-redundant patterns. The interpretability is quantified in terms of the
complexity of communicating a pattern, more specifically its description length. The
proposed interestingness measure is the ratio of the informativeness and description
length, thus representing the information density within the pattern.
Overview of SIAS-Miner Figure 2 illustrates the main steps of the proposed method.
(1) SIAS-Miner derives the background model. It represents the user beliefs or expec-
tations about the input graph as probability distributions. (2) It mines and ranks the
patterns based on their subjective interestingness SI which is the ratio between the
information content I C and the assimilation cost DL (description length). The infor-
mation content of a pattern is evaluated thanks to the background model. A pattern with
a high information content may involve many vertices leading to a high assimilation
cost for the user. The description length evaluated on an alternative description of the
cover set of vertices measures the ease of pattern assimilation. (3) The best pattern P
is displayed to the user and (4) the background model is updated in order to consider
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Fig. 2 Overview of SIAS-Miner
P as known by the user. These four steps are repeated as many times as desired. By
updating the background model in Step 4, it makes possible to return patterns that
contain new piece of information comparing to the already extracted ones and avoid
the redundancy problem usually observed with pattern mining approaches.
Outline and contributions We present the CSEA pattern syntax in Sect. 2. We for-
malize their subjective interestingness in Sect. 3. We explain how to iteratively update
the background knowledge during the extraction process in Sect. 4. We study how to
mine such subgraphs efficiently in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we provide a thorough empirical
study on four types of data to evaluate (1) the relevance of the subjective interest-
ingness measure compared to state-of-the-art methods, and (2) the efficiency of the
algorithms. We discuss related work in Sect. 7 and present our conclusions in Sect. 8.
2 Cohesive subgraphs with exceptional attributes
In this section we introduce the pattern syntax (the abstract form of the patterns) and
argue why patterns of this form are both informative and easy to understand. First, we
establish the required notation. Table 1 summarizes the definitions and notation used
along the paper.
Notation We assume given a set of vertices V , a set of edges E ⊆ V × V , and a set of
count attributes on vertices Aˆ (formally, functions mapping a vertex onto an attribute
value), with aˆ(v) ∈ Doma denoting the value of attribute aˆ ∈ Aˆ on v ∈ V . We denote
an attributed graph as G = (V , E, Aˆ).
We use hats in aˆ and Aˆ to signify the empirical values of the attributes, whereas
a and A denote (possibly random) variables over the same domains. In other terms,
for a ∈ A and v ∈ V , a(v) is a random variable having the empirical value aˆ(v)
that effectively happens in G. The user is assumed to know the set of vertices and the
connection structure, so V and E always correspond to the actual graph structure.
With Nd(v) we denote the neighborhood of radius d of a vertex v, i.e., the set
of vertices whose graph geodesic distance (the number of edges in a shortest path
connecting them) to v is at most d:
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Table 1 Notation
Symbols Definitions
G = (V , E, Aˆ) A graph G with V a set of vertices, E ⊆ V × V a set of edges, and Aˆ a set
of count attributes on vertices. For aˆ ∈ Aˆ and v ∈ V , aˆ(v) ∈ Doma
denotes the value of attribute aˆ on v
A The set a ∈ A such that for each v ∈ V , a(v) is a random variable taking as
empirical value aˆ(v) in G
Nd (v) The geodesic neighborhood of radius d from a vertex v. Formally,
Nd (v) = {u ∈ V | dist(v, u) ≤ d}
(U , S) A CSEA pattern with U ⊆ V as cover set and S ⊆ {(a, [ka , a ]) | a ∈ A}
as characteristic
Pr(U , S) The probability that the CSEA pattern (U , S) is present in G
SI(U , S) The Subjective Interestingness of (U , S), defined as SI(U , S) = IC(U ,S)DL(U ,S)
IC(U , S) The Information Content of (U , S), defined as
IC(U , S) = − log(Pr(U , S)).
DL(U , S) The Description Length of (U , S), defined as
DL(U , S) = DLA(S) + DLV (U ), where DLA(S) (resp. DLV (U )) is the
description length of S (resp. U )
cˆa(v) p-value for a(v) under the background distribution as null hypothesis:
cˆa(v)  Pr(a(v) ≥ aˆ(v))
N ,N (U ) N is the set of all considered neighborhoods
N = {Nd (v) | v ∈ V , d ∈ N and d ≤ D} (with D the maximum
considered radius). N (U ) is the subset of neighborhoods that contain U :
N (U ) = {Nd (v) ∈ N | U ⊆ Nd (v)}
DLV (U ) The description length of U ⊆ V . Given a parameter α ∈ N used to limit
the number of core vertices, DLV (U ) = minX⊆N (U )
|X |≤α
f (X , U )
f (X , U ) The length of the description of U by the intersection of neighborhoods
X ⊆ N (U ), along with the set of exceptions
exc(X , U )  ∩Nd (v)∈X Nd (v)\U
Nd(v) = {u ∈ V | dist(v, u) ≤ d}.
Pattern definition As described in the introduction, we are interested in patterns that
inform the user that a set of attributes has exceptional values within a cohesive set of
vertices in the graph. To this end, we propose the following syntax.
Definition 1 A cohesive subgraph with exceptional attributes (CSEA) pattern is
defined as a tuple (U , S), where U ⊆ V is a set of vertices in the graph that we
refer to as the cover, and S is a characteristic of these vertices, that is to say S is
made of restrictions on the value domains of some attributes of A. More specifically,
S ⊆ {(a, [ka, a]) | a ∈ A}. Furthermore, to be a CSEA pattern, (U , S) has to be
contained in G, i.e.
∀(a, [ka, a]) ∈ S and ∀u ∈ U , ka ≤ aˆ(u) ≤ a . (1)
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Fig. 3 A toy graph: vertices are geographical areas and their attributes describe the amount of different
types of venues they contain. Edges connect the vertices corresponding to neighboring areas
Putting this in words, for every vertex in the cover u ∈ U , the empirical value aˆ(u)
for attribute a falls within the interval [ka, a] specified as a part of the characteristic
for the CSEA pattern (U , S).
Notice that U is not restricted to have any particular structure. Rather, cohesive-
ness will be promoted through the definition of a description length quantifying the
complexity to communicate a particular set of vertices to the user. This is explained
below in Sect. 3.3.
Intuition behind quantifying the interestingness of CSEA patterns Informally
speaking, a CSEA pattern is more informative if the ranges in S are smaller, as then
it conveys more information to the data analyst. This defines a partial order relation
over the characteristics:
S  S′ ⇔∀(a, [k′a, l ′a]) ∈ S′ :
∃(a, [ka, la]) ∈ S with [ka, la] ⊆ [k′a, l ′a].
A ‘smaller’ characteristic in this partial order is more specific and thus more infor-
mative. We will make this more formal in Sect. 3.1, and later use this to efficiently
mine informative patterns.
Figure 3 shows a toy graph where vertices correspond to geographical areas
described by number of different venues. An edge links vertices that correspond to
adjacent areas (that share a part of their borders). A pattern (U , S) that can be inter-
esting is: (U = {v3, v7}, S = {( f ood, [30, 32]), (college, [0, 1])}). Indeed, vertices
in U contain a higher (resp. lower) number of food (resp. college) venues comparing
with the rest of the graph, and their numbers fall within the intervals specified in S.
At the same time, a CSEA pattern (U , S) is more interesting if we can describe the
cover U more concisely in some intuitive description. Thus, along with the pattern
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syntax, we must also specify how a pattern from this language will be described. To
this end, we propose to describe the cover U as a neighborhood of a specified radius
from a given specified vertex, or more generally as the intersection of a set of such
neighborhoods. For enhanced expressive power, we additionally allow for the descrip-
tion to specify exceptions on the above: vertices that do fall within this (intersection
of) neighborhood(s), but which are to be excluded from the cover U , because they do
not exhibit the same characteristic (they do not fulfill Eq. 1). Exceptions increase the
complexity to interpret such patterns (as will be quantified in the description length),
but greatly increase the expressive power of the CSEA pattern syntax.
A premise of this paper is that this way of describing the set U is intuitive for
human analysts, such that the length of the description of a pattern, as discussed in
detail in Sect. 3.3, is a good measure of the complexity to assimilate or understand it.
The qualitative experiments reported in Sect. 6 appear to confirm that this is the case.
3 Subjective interestingness of CSEA patterns
The previous sections already hinted at the fact that we will formalize the interesting-
ness of a CSEA pattern (U , S) by trading off the amount of information contained in
the pattern against the complexity of interpreting the pattern. We will use informa-
tion theory to quantify both the informativeness and the complexity using the strategy
outlined in De Bie (2011a).1
Precise definitions will be given below, but first we introduce the statistic ultimately
used to rank patterns. The Information Content (IC) of a CSEA pattern, which quanti-
fies the amount of information contained in a pattern, depends on both the cover U and
the characteristic S. Intuitively, it should be larger when more vertices are involved,
when the intervals are narrower, and when they are more extreme. We denote the
information content as IC(U , S).
The Description Length (DL), which quantifies the interpretation complexity, also
depends on U and S and will be denoted as DL(U , S). Likewise, communicating larger
characteristics is strictly more time-consuming, but we will not describe U directly, so
the DL for a set U is more intricate as discussed in Sect. 3.3. We will rank patterns by
the quantity that we call the Subjective Interestingness (SI) of a CSEA pattern (U , S),
which corresponds to the rate at which information is transmitted to the user, and is
defined as:
SI(U , S) = IC(U , S)
DL(U , S)
.
3.1 The information content of a CSEA pattern
The information carried by a pattern is quantified by the information content (De Bie
2011a), a quantity also known as the self-information or surprisal (Cover and Thomas
1 This approach is now known as the FORSIED framework.
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1991). Particularly, this equals the reduction in uncertainty about the data when we
learn about the pattern, and is defined as
IC(U , S) = − log(Pr(U , S)).
Here Pr(U , S) is the probability that the CSEA (U , S) is present in the data. This
explicates that we have to define such a distribution over the space of all patterns.
We can achieve this as follows. The data ωˆ can be seen as a sample from the space
of all possible vertex-attributed graphs Ω , where G = (V , E, Aˆ) = ωˆ ∈ Ω and
all elements in Ω have the same set of vertices and edges, since we assume these
are known, while the attribute values are unknown to the user. Then let Pr denote
a probability distribution over the set Ω of possible vertex-attributed graphs with
vertices V and edges E (i.e., the possible value combinations of A). We refer to Pr as
the background distribution and will introduce a convenient and tractable choice in
the following section.
Generically, given a distribution over all possible datasets, we can obtain a dis-
tribution over patterns, by observing that a pattern is a set Ω ′ ⊆ Ω that specifies
ωˆ falls within Ω ′ and not outside of Ω ′ (De Bie 2011a; Lijffijt et al. 2014). I.e.,
it may reduce the value combinations deemed possible and hence provide informa-
tion. The probability of a pattern Ω ′ can then be computed through integration, i.e.,
Pr(Ω ′) = ∫
ω∈Ω ′ Pr(ω)dω.
In this context, Ω ′ = (U , S), which limits the possible attribute values of the
vertices in the cover U . How to compute the probability of a CSEA pattern (U , S) is
considered in more detail in the following sections.
The power of this approach is that we quantify the IC of a pattern against a prior
belief state about the data. It rigorously models the fact that the more plausible the
pattern is according to a model, the less information a pattern provides, and thus
the smaller the information content ought to be. It is possible to specify the model
accounting for (user specific) background knowledge and hence affect the ranking of
patterns in a subjective manner.
In Sect. 3.2, we first discuss which prior beliefs could be appropriate for CSEA
patterns, and how to infer the corresponding background distribution. Then, in Sect.
3.3, we discuss how the description length DL(U , S) can be defined appropriately.
3.2 Information content and prior beliefs for count attributes
Positive integers as attributes For concreteness, let us consider the situation where
the attributes are positive integers (a : V → N, ∀a ∈ A), as will be our main
focus throughout this paper.2 For example, if the vertices are geographical areas (with
edges connecting vertices of neighboring areas), then the attributes could be counts of
particular types of places in the area (e.g. one attribute could be the number of shops).
It is clear that it is less informative to know that an attribute value is large in a large
area than it would be in a small area. Similarly, a large value for an attribute that is
2 The results presented can be extended relatively directly for Boolean and real-valued attributes. De Bie
(2011b) shows how to derive the background distribution Pr(A) corresponding to these types of attributes.
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Fig. 4 Statistics corresponding to the formalized constraints for the case of the toy graph of Fig. 3. Left: The
distribution of vertices sizes (the first constraint). Right: The total number of each venue type (the second
constraint)
generally large is less informative than if it were generally small. The above is only
true, however, if the user knows (or believes) a priori at least approximately what
these averages are for each attribute, and what the ‘size’ is of each area. Such prior
beliefs can be formalized as equality constraints on the values of the attributes A on
all vertices, or mathematically:
∑
A
Pr(A)
(
∑
a∈A
a(v)
)
=
∑
aˆ∈ Aˆ
aˆ(v), ∀v ∈ V , (2)
∑
A
Pr(A)
(
∑
v∈V
a(v)
)
=
∑
v∈V
aˆ(v), ∀a ∈ A. (3)
The first constraint means that the user already knows the size (the total count) of
each vertex, while the second constraint means that the user knows the total count of
each attribute in the overall graph. Even if the user does not have these priors, they
also can be easily communicated to her before the mining process through simple
statistical tools as shown in Fig. 4 for the toy graph.
These constraints will not be sufficient to uniquely determine the distribution Pr(A).
A common strategy to overcome this problem is to search for the distribution that
has the largest entropy subject to these constraints, to which we will refer as the
MaxEnt distribution. The argument for this choice is that any distribution other than
the MaxEnt distribution effectively makes additional assumptions about the data that
reduce the entropy. As making additional assumptions biases the distribution, the
MaxEnt distribution is the most rigorous choice.
The MaxEnt background distribution can then be found as the probability distri-
bution Pr maximizing the entropy −∑A Pr(A) log Pr(A), subject to these constraints
(in Eqs. 2 and 3) and the normalization ∑A Pr(A) = 1. As shown in De Bie (2011b),
this is a convex optimization problem, the optimal solution of which is a product of
independent Geometric distributions, one for each vertex attribute-value a(v). Each of
these Geometric distributions is of the form Pr(a(v) = z) = pav · (1 − pav)z , z ∈ N,
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where pav is the success probability and it is given by: pav = 1 − exp(λa +λv), with
λa and λv the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the two constraint types.
The optimal values of these multipliers can be found by solving the Lagrange
dual optimization problem. As this Lagrange dual problem is unconstrained, convex,
and continuously differentiable, it can be solved using standard convex optimization
methods, including second-order methods (such as Newton’s method), or first-order
methods (such as conjugate gradient descent) for large-scale problems. For details
we refer the reader to De Bie (2011b), where it was also shown how the scalability
can be further enhanced by exploiting the fact that the number of distinct constraint
values—i.e. the constants in the right hand sides of Eqs. 2 and 3—is often very
small.
Given these Geometric distributions for the attribute values under the background
distribution, we can now compute the probability of a pattern (U , S) as follows:
Pr(U , S) =
∏
v∈U
∏
(a,[ka ,a ])∈S
Pr(a(v) ∈ [ka, a]),
=
∏
v∈U
∏
(a,[ka ,a ])∈S
(
(1 − pav)ka − (1 − pav)a+1
)
.
This can be used directly to compute the information content of a pattern on given
data, as the negative log of this probability. However, the pattern syntax is not directly
suited to be applied to count data, when different vertices have strongly differing total
counts. The reason is that the interval of each attribute is the same across vertices,
which is desirable to keep the syntax understandable. Yet, if neighboring areas have
very different total counts, the same interval could be very informative to some vertices
while being uninformative to others, which makes it hard to find CSEA patterns with
a characteristic that is informative for all vertices in its cover.
Let us illustrate this issue with the example of Fig. 3. The graph contains the
pattern (U = {v3, v7}, S = {( f ood, [30, 32]), (college, [0, 1])}). This can be inter-
preted as a relatively high presence of food venues and low presence of college.
Likewise in v11, there is no college and the number of food venues is significantly
high. Even if ˆf ood(v11) is only 22, this still makes sens because the size of v11
is only 24, while the size of v3 and v7 is more than 40. We would like to inform
the user that these same prevalences about food and college are present in all of
{v3, v7, v11}. However, v11 does not contain S = {( f ood, [30, 32]), (college, [0, 1])}.
In order to contain all {v3, v7, v11}, we need to use the restriction ( f ood, [22, 32])
instead. This restriction is larger and much less informative than ( f ood, [30, 32]),
especially for v3 and v7 which are vertices with great sizes. We need a different
way that allows to take into account the size of each vertex when establishing the
characteristic.
p-values as attributes To address this problem, we propose to search for patterns not
on the counts themselves, but rather on the significance (i.e., p-value or tail probability)
of the characteristic attribute values, computed with the background distribution as
null hypothesis in a one-sided test. More specifically, we define the quantities cˆa(v) as
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Fig. 5 The toy graph of Fig. 3 with normalized attribute values (p-values indicating how over-represented
the value is as compared to a MaxEnt model with category and vertex size constraints, see Sect. 3.2)
cˆa(v)  Pr(a(v) ≥ aˆ(v)),
= (1 − pav)aˆ(v),
and use this instead of the original attributes aˆ(v). This transformation of aˆ(v) to
cˆa(v) can be regarded as a principled normalization of the attribute values to make
them comparable across vertices.
In other words, cˆa(v) is the probability that the expected value of a(v) by the user is
higher than the observed value aˆ(v). Low values of cˆa(v) correspond to exceptionally
prevalent attributes, because it means that the user does not expect a value of a(v) as
large as the observed one aˆ(v), while high values of cˆa(v) correspond to exceptionally
non-prevalent attributes.
For example, after applying this transformation to the toy graph of Fig. 3, this gives
the p-values presented in Fig. 5. Let us take the vertex v3 and the attribute f ood, the
transformation gives cˆ f ood(v3)  Pr( f ood(v3) ≥ 30) = 0.2. An example of pattern
(U , S) is such that U = {v3, v7, v11} and S = {( f ood, [0, 0.2]), (college, [0.9, 1])}
(an exceptional prevalence of food and an exceptional non-prevalence of college).
Notice that even if the size of v11 (and consequently the number of its food venues)
is lower than the sizes of v3 and v7, the p-value normalization made it possible to
capture the common characteristic S that covers all the set U = {v3, v7, v11}.
To compute the IC of a pattern with the transformed attributes cˆa , we must be able
to evaluate the probability that ca(v) falls within a specified interval [kca , ca ] under
the background distribution for a(v). In other terms, what is the probability that the
significance of aˆ(v) falls within [kca , ca ]? How surprising is it? This is given by:
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Fig. 6 Values of Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]) as a function of kca and ca , for different values of the geometric
parameter pav ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.5}
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]) = Pr
(
Pr(a(v) ≥ aˆ(v)) ∈ [kca , ca ]
)
,
= Pr
(
(1 − pav)a(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]
)
,
= Pr
(
a(v) ≤ log(kca )
log(1 − pav) ∧ a(v) ≥
log(ca )
log(1 − pav)
)
,
= Pr (a(v) ≤ log1−pav (kca ) ∧ a(v) ≥ log1−pav (ca )
)
,
= Pr (a(v) ≥ log1−pav (ca )
) − Pr (a(v) ≥ log1−pav (kca ) + 1
)
,
= (1 − pav)log1−pav (ca ) − (1 − pav)log1−pav (kca )+1.
The last line of the equation only depends on three given values: pav , kca , ca . In order
to simplify the notation, let us define a function ρ : (0, 1]3 −→ (0, 1], ρ(x, y, z) =
(1 − x)log1−x (z) − (1 − x)log1−x (y)+1. In what follows, we will use ρ to express the
latter probability as:
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]) = ρ(pav, kca , ca ). (4)
Note that under mild conditions, p-values of continuous random variables are uni-
formly distributed under the null hypothesis (see Proposition C on page 63 of Rice
2007). Thus, if a(v) was continuous, the probability distribution of ca(v) would be
uniform [i.e., Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]) = ca − kca ]. Unfortunately a(v) is discrete (the
target space is N], so this result cannot be readily applied. Even so, it begs the question
whether a uniform distribution may be a good approximation for the distribution of
ca(v).
In order to demonstrate this is not the case, Fig. 6 shows values of Pr(ca(v) ∈
[kca , ca ]) as a function of kca , ca , for three different values of pav ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 0.5}.
The closer pav is to 0, the closer Pr(ca(v)) is to the uniform distribution. However,
when pav increases, the uniform distribution is no longer a good approximation for
the distribution of ca(v). This justifies the need to use the exact values given in Eq. 4
to compute Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]).
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Thus, the IC of a pattern on the transformed attributes cˆ can be calculated as:
IC(U , S) = − log(Pr(U , S)),
= −
∑
(a,[kca ,ca ])∈S
∑
v∈U
log(ρ(pav, kca , ca )). (5)
In this paper, we focus on intervals [kca , ca ] where either kca = 0 (the minimal
value) and ca < 0.5, or ca = 1 (the maximal value) and kca > 0.5. Such intervals
state that the values of an attribute are all significantly large3 or significantly small
respectively, for all vertices in U . We argue such intervals are easiest to interpret.
The choice to transform count attributes into p-values before searching for inter-
esting CSEA patterns was made to balance ease of interpretation with usefulness
(informally speaking). Indeed, intervals on the original attribute values (counts) are
arguably easier to interpret. Yet, in many practical applications (including those con-
sidered in this paper), the attribute values for different vertices are not commensurate:
their scales in different vertices may be widely different. If this scale is known to
the data analyst (which it often is, at least approximately), a specified interval for an
attribute may be highly informative for one vertex in the cover of a pattern, but very
uninformative for the other vertices in the cover. We argue that the resulting CSEA
patterns would be less useful in that they may include vertices for which the attribute
values are quite trivially within the stated interval.
In contrast, p-values are commensurate, such that a given interval is equally infor-
mative for all vertices and attributes. As p-values are widely used in applied statistics,
the added complexity in the interpretation is arguably modest, and justified by the
enhanced usefulness. That said, note that the transformation of attributes to p-values
is not a requirement, and it is trivial to apply all methods in this paper to the original
attributes if desired.
3.3 Description length
The description length measures the complexity of communicating a pattern (U , S)
to the user. It can be defined as the complexity of communicating U and S:
DL(U , S) = DLA(S) + DLV (U ),
where DLA(S) [resp. DLV (U )] is the description length of S (resp. U ).
Description length of attributes DLA(S) The higher the number of attributes in S, the
harder its communication to the user could be. This can be suitably represented by:
DLA(S) = (|S| + 1) · log(|A|) +
∑
(a,[kca ,ca ])∈S
(1 + log(Ma)),
3 Note empty areas have tail probabilities cˆa(v) = 1 for any attribute and thus fall within any upper interval,
but also IC = 0 for any attribute of that area as both lca = 1 and pav = 1.
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with Ma = |{aˆ(v) | v ∈ V }|, the number of distinct values of aˆ on the graph. More
precisely, the first term accounts for the encoding of the attributes that are restricted.
Encoding an attribute over |A| possibilities costs log(|A|) bits. We do this encoding
(|S| + 1) times, one for each attribute in S plus one for the length of S. The second
term is the length of the encoding of restriction (a, [kca , ca ]) ∈ S. One bit is used to
specify the type of interval ([0, x] or [x, 1]) and the encoding of the other bound of
the interval is in logarithm of the number of distinct values of a on the graph.
Description length of vertices DLV (U ) As mentioned above, we describe the vertex
set U in the pattern as (the intersection of) a set of neighborhoods Nd(v), v ∈ V , with
a set of exceptions: vertices that are in the intersection but not part of the cover U . The
length of such a description is the sum of the description lengths of the neighborhoods
and the exceptions. More formally, let us define the set of all neighborhoods N =
{Nd(v) | v ∈ V ∧ d ∈ N ∧ d ≤ D} (with D the maximum radius d considered), and
let N (U ) = {Nd(v) ∈ N | U ⊆ Nd(v)} be the subset of neighborhoods that contain
U . The length of a description of the set U as the intersection of all neighborhoods in a
subset X ⊆ N (U ), along with the set of exceptions exc(X , U )  ∩Nd (v)∈X Nd(v)\U ,
is then quantified by the function f : 2N (U ) × U −→ R defined as:
f (X , U ) = (|X | + 1) · log(|N |) + (|exc(X , U )| + 1) · log(| ∩x∈X x |).
Indeed, the first term accounts for the description of the number of neighborhoods
(log(|N |), and for the description of which neighborhoods are involved (|X | log(|N |)).
The second term accounts for the description of the number of exceptions (log(|∩x∈X
x |)), and for the description of the exceptions themselves (|exc(X , U )| log(|∩x∈X x |)).
Clearly, there is generally no unique way to describe the set U . The best one is
thus the one that minimizes f . But also, in several applications, we need to limit
the number of core vertices used to describe U . This means limiting |X | to some
parameter α whose default value is α = |V |. This finally leads us to the definition of
the description length of U as:
DLV (U ) = min
X⊆N (U )
|X |≤α
f (X , U ).
In Fig. 5, the set of vertices U = {v3, v7, v11} can be described by X1 = {N1(v8)}
with three exceptions exc(X1, U ) = {v8, v4, v12}, and with a length f (X1, U ) =
21.5. Another possible description of U is X2 = {N1(v6), N1(v8)} with no exception
[since N1(v6) ∩ N1(v8) = U ] and with a length f (X2, U ) = 18.3. Based on the
values of the function f , the description X2 is better than X1. Among all the possible
descriptions of U , it turns out that X2 is the one that minimizes f (X , U ), consequently,
DLV (U ) = f (X2, U ).
4 Iterativemining of CSEA patterns
When a pattern P0 = (U0, S0) is observed by a rational user, her background knowl-
edge will change to take into account this newly learned piece of information. It results
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that the pattern P0 becomes expected by her. We need as well to update our interest-
ingness model such that the probability that the data contains the pattern P0 becomes
equal to 1. Also, this model updating will decrease the IC of other patterns if a part of
their information overlaps with the one of P0. Patterns that have a large overlap with
P0 will then no longer be deemed interesting since their information content will sub-
stantially decrease. This approach of modifying the interestingness model to account
for previously seen patterns is a natural way to avoid presenting multiple redundant
patterns to the user.
Let us define SI(P | P0) the subjective interestingness of a pattern P = (U , S)
conditioned on the presence of the already observed pattern P0:
SI(P | P0) = IC(P | P0)DL(P) =
− log(Pr(P | P0))
DL(P)
.
Pr(P | P0) is the probability that P = (S, U ) is present in the data given that
P0 = (U0, S0) is present:
Pr(P | P0) =
∏
v∈U
∏
(a,[kca ,ca ])∈S
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [ka, a] | P0).
The value of Pr(ca(v) ∈ [ka, a] | P0) for each pair of attribute a ∈ A and vertex
v ∈ V can be computed using the law of conditional probability:
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [ka, a] | P0) = Pr(ca(v) ∈ [ka, a] ∧ P0)Pr(P0) .
We consider two cases:
1. If P0 does not give any information about ca(v) (the vertex v is not in U0, or
there is no restriction of a in S0), then the observation of P0 has no impact on the
probability Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ] | P0):
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ] | P0) = Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ]),
= ρ(pav, kca , ca ).
2. Otherwise, v ∈ U0 and S0 contains a restriction of a, let it be (a, [k0, 0]), then:
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ] | P0) = Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ] | ca(v) ∈ [k0, 0]),
= Pr(ca(v) ∈ [kca , ca ] ∩ [k0, 0])
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [k0, 0]) ,
= Pr(ca(v) ∈ [max(k0, kca ), min(0, ca )])
Pr(ca(v) ∈ [k0, 0]) ,
= ρ
(
pav, max(k0, kca ), min(0, ca )
)
ρ(pav, k0, 0)
.
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Algorithm 1: SIAS-Miner (U , C , Result , minDesc)
Input: U : the current set of enumerated vertices, C : the set of candidates vertices.
Output: Result : the set of CSEAs, minDesc: a mapping structure that stores the minimum
description of U for each pattern (U , S).
1 if C = ∅ then
2 // choose a candidate vertex with the fail first principle
3 v ← argminv∈C |maxS(U ∪ {v})|
4 U ′ ← clo(U ∪ {v})
5 if U ′ ⊆ U ∪ C then
6 // We prune candidates that cannot be used anymore
7 C ′ ← {v ∈ C |maxS(U ′ ∪ {v}) = ∅ ∧ N (U ′ ∪ {v}) = ∅}
8 SIAS-Miner(U ′, C ′\U ′, Result , minDesc)
9 SIAS-Miner(U , C\{v}, Result , minDesc)
10 else
11 Result ← Result ∪ {(U , maxS(U ))}
12 best Desc ← ∅
13 DLV -Optimise(U , ∅, N (U ), best Desc)
14 minDesc[(U , maxS(U )] ← best Desc
Notice that in this second case, [k0, 0] and [kca , ca ] necessarily overlap. Other-
wise, the empirical value cˆa(v) needs to belong to two completely disjoint intervals
to make P and P0 hold in G, which is absurde.
As explained in Sect. 5.4, the set of CSEA patterns can be ordered using the IC
measure evaluated conditional on the knowledge of the patterns ranked before.
5 SIAS-Miner algorithm
SIAS-Miner mines interesting patterns using an enumerate-and-rank approach. First,
it enumerates all CSEA patterns (U , S) that are closed simultaneously with respect to
U , S (see explanation below), and the neighborhood description. Second, it ranks pat-
terns according to their SI values. The calculation of IC(U , S) and DLA(S) is simple
and direct. However, computing DLV (U ) is not trivial, since there are several ways to
describe U and we are looking for the one minimizing f (X , U ). To achieve this goal,
we propose an efficient algorithm DLV -Optimise that calculates the minimal descrip-
tion of U and stores the result in the mapping structure minDesc. This algorithm is
presented in Sect. 5.2.
5.1 Pattern enumeration
The exploration of the search space is based on subgraph enumeration. We only enu-
merate sets of vertices U ⊆ V that are covered by a non-empty characteristic S = ∅
and that can be described with neighbors N (U ) = ∅. Yet, a subgraph G[U ] can be
covered by a large number of characteristics S that leads to as many redundant pat-
terns. This can be avoided by only considering the most specific characteristic that
covers U , as the other patterns do not bring any additional information. The function
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maxS(U ) defines the most specific characteristic, also made of significant intervals,
associated to U :
maxS(U ) = {(a, [kca , ca ]) | a ∈ A ∧
((kca = 0 ∧ ca = max
v∈U cˆa(v) ∧ ca < 0.5) ∨
(ca = 1 ∧ kca = min
v∈U cˆa(v) ∧ kca > 0.5))}.
For example in Fig. 3, the set of vertices U ′ = {v3, v7} is covered by a large
number of characteristics, but there is only one characteristic that is the most specific:
maxS(U ′) = {( f ood, [0, 0.2]), (college, [0.9, 1])}. We remind that in this figure, the
attributes are normalized counts (p-values of original counts).
Moreover, it may happen that two sets of vertices U and U ′, such that U ′ ⊆ U ,
are covered by the same characteristic (maxS(U ′) = maxS(U )) and are described by
the same neighborhoods (N (U ′) = N (U )). In that case, U brings more information
than U ′ and its vertex description length DLV (U ) is equal to or lower than DLV (U ′),
as all the descriptions X ⊆ N (U ′) also cover U with a lower or equal number of
exceptions. Hence, the pattern (U ′, maxS(U ′)) is not useful. This motivates the idea of
only exploring patterns (U , S) that are closed with respect to both S andN (U ). Closing
a set of vertices U w.r.t. S and N (U ) maximizes IC(U , S), minimizes DLV (U ), but
can increase DLA(S). While increasing DLA(S) is theoretically possible, however, if
it does happen it will have a limited effect only, as this part of the description length
tends to be smaller than the other part, DLV (U ). This is due to the fact that the number
of attributes |A| is generally significantly smaller than the number of vertices |V | in
attributed graphs. Indeed, in the experimental evaluation of SIAS-Miner (Sect. 6),
DLA(S) represents in average only 33% of the overall DL(U , S). For 92% of the
returned patterns from all the studied datasets, DLA(S) is smaller than DLV (U ). The
highest percentage of DLA(S) over DL(U , S) in patterns discovered in the experiments
is 66%. Given the dramatic positive effect on the scalability of SIAS-Miner, we believe
this mild approximation, resulting from exploring only closed CSEA patterns, can be
perfectly justified.
We define the closure function clo : 2V −→ 2V which is fundamental for our
method. For a given set U ⊆ V , clo(U ) extends U by adding vertices that keep
maxS(U ) and N (U ) unchanged:
clo(U ) = {v ∈ V | maxS(v)  maxS(U ) ∧ N (U ) ⊆ N ({v})}.
clo(U ) is indeed a closure function since it is extensive (U ⊆ clo(U )), idempotent
(clo(U ) = clo(clo(U ))), and monotonic [if X ⊆ Y , then clo(X) ⊆ clo(Y )]. In
Fig. 3, let us consider U ′ = {v3, v7} and U = {v3, v7, v11}, we can notice that
maxS(U ′) = maxS(U ) and N (U ′) = N (U ). This means that all the descriptions
X ⊆ N (U ′) also cover U . In this example we have clo(U ′) = U .
We aim to only enumerate closed patterns (clo(U ), maxS(U )). To this end, SIAS-
Miner uses the divide and conquer algorithm designed to efficiently compute closed
structures described in (Boley et al. 2010). Initially, SIAS-Miner is called with U = ∅
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Fig. 7 First enumeration steps of SIAS-Miner applied to the toy example given in Fig. 5 with D = 1
and C = V . In each recursive call, SIAS-Miner chooses a candidate v ∈ C considering
two optimizations to obtain a more balanced enumeration tree. If U = ∅, a vertex v
is selected according to its degeneracy order (Eppstein and Strash 2011) to prioritize
first the vertices that should lead to small graphs. If U = ∅, a vertex v is selected
following the fail first principle, i.e. the vertex that leads to the smallest characteristic
so that to backtrack as soon as possible. Then, the closure of clo(U ∪{v}) is computed
and stored in U ′. If U ′ is included in U ∪C (see Line 5), we have the guarantee that U ′
has not been enumerated yet and the enumeration process continues. The candidates
that cannot be added anymore to U ′ are pruned and SIAS-Miner is recursively called
on U ′ (Line 8). Another recursive call is also made to enumerate subgraphs that do
not contain {v} (Line 9). When C is empty, the closed pattern (U , maxS(U )) is stored
in Result , and DLV -Optimise is called to compute DLV (U ) that is finally stored in
minDesc.
In Fig. 7, we show the first enumeration steps of SIAS-Miner when applied to
the toy graph of Fig. 5 with D = 1. SIAS-Miner starts from the root node (U =
∅ and C = V ), and then visit the nodes in order of their number. Let us explain
how SIAS-Miner generates Step 2 from Step 1. It chooses v1 as the next candidate.
This initially gives U = {v1}, N (U ) = {N1(v1), N1(v2), N1(v5)}, and maxS(U ) =
{(college, [0, 0.3]), (prof essional, [0, 0.3])}. After that, U is extended using the
closure operator clo to add candidates that conserve the current maxS(U ) and N (U ).
It results that U = {v1, v2, v5}. Also, the set of remaining candidates becomes C =
{v6, v9}, because the other candidates do not share a neighborhood and a characteristic
with U . Then, SIAS-Miner continues to Step 3. When C = ∅ (like in Step 3), the
pattern (U , maxS(U )) is added to the result set, and SIAS-Miner comebacks to the
previous recursive call to continue the enumeration process.
5.2 Computing DLV(U)
Computing DLV (U ) is NP-Hard. In fact, if we replace (log(| ∩x∈X x |) in f (X , U )
with a constant value, this problem becomes equivalent to the weighted set cover: it
consists in finding the optimal cover of the set U based on unions of complements
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Algorithm 2: DLV -Optimise(U , X , Cand, bestDesc)
Input: U the set to describe, X , Cand ⊆ N (U ) the current description and the candidates,
bestDesc the current best description found.
Output: bestDesc the best description of the current search sub-space.
1 if L B(X , U , Cand) < f (bestDesc, U ) then
2 if |X | < α and Cand = ∅ then
3 pruneUseless(U , X , Cand)
4 e ← argmine′∈Cand f (X ∪ {e′}, U )
5 DLV -Optimise(U , X ∪ {e}, Cand\{e}, bestDesc)
6 DLV -Optimise(U , X , Cand\{e}, best Desc)
7 else if f (X , U ) < f (bestDesc, U ) then
8 bestDesc ← X
Algorithm 3: pruneUseless(U , X , Cand)
1 Cand ← {e ∈ Cand | gain({e}, X , U ) > 0}
Ni (v) and exceptions {v} such that v ∈ U . Nevertheless, we propose a branch-and-
bound approach that takes benefit from several optimization techniques to solve this
problem on instances of interest.
In order to find the optimal description of a set of vertices U , we explore the search
space 2N (U ) with a branch-and-bound approach described in Algorithm 2. Let X and
Cand be subsets of N (U ) that are respectively the current enumerated description
and the potential candidates that can be used to describe U . Initially, DLV -Optimise
is called with X = ∅ and Cand = N (U ). In each call, a neighborhood e ∈ Cand is
chosen and used to recursively explore two branches: one made of the descriptions
that contain e (by adding e to X ), and the other one made of descriptions that do not
contain e (by removing e from Cand). Several pruning techniques are used in order to
reduce the search space and are detailed below.
Function LB (Line 1) lower bounds the lengths of the descriptions that can be gener-
ated in the subsequent recursive calls of DLV -Optimise. If L B is higher or equal
than the length of the current best description of U f (bestDesc, U ), there is no
need to carry on the exploration of the search subspace as no further description
can improve DLV (U ). The principle of L B is to evaluate the maximum reduction
in exceptions that can be obtained when description X is extended with neighbor-
hoods of Y : gainY (X , U ) = |exc(X , U )| − |exc(X ∪ Y , U )|, with Y ⊆ Cand.
This function can be rewritten using neighborhood complements as gainY (X , U ) =
| ∪y∈Y (y ∩ exc(X , U )) |.4 We obtain then a simple upper bound of the gain func-
tion using the ordered set {g1, . . . , g|Cand|} of {gain{e}(X , U ) | e ∈ Cand} such that
gi ≥ g j if i ≤ j :
Property 1 gainY (X , U ) ≤ ∑|Y |i=1 gi , for Y ⊆ Cand.
4 = |exc(X , U )|−|exc(X ∪Y , U )| = |(∩x∈X x)\U |−|(∩e∈X∪Y e)\U |, = |(∩x∈X x)∩U |−|((∩x∈X x)∩
U )∩ (∩y∈Y y)|, = |(∩x∈X x)∩U )\(∩y∈Y y)| = |(∩x∈X x)\U )∩ (∩y∈Y y)|, = |exc(X , U )∩ (∪y∈Y y)| =
| ∪y∈Y (y ∩ exc(X , U ))|.
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Fig. 8 A toy example,
U = {v1, v3, v5, v7} and
N (U ) = {N1(v2), N1(v3),
N1(v7)}, for D = 1
Proof Since the size of the union of sets is lower than the sum of the set sizes, we have
gainY (X , U ) ≤ ∑y∈Y |y ∩ exc(X , U )| ≤
∑
y∈Y gain{y}(X , U ) ≤
∑|Y |
i=1 gi . unionsq
For instance, in Fig. 8, we need to describe U = {v1, v3, v5, v7} by an intersection
of elements from N (U ) = {N1(v2), N1(v3), N1(v7)}, given that the maximum radius
for descriptors is D = 1. Let us consider that during the exploration we have the
description X = {N1(v3)}, and the remaining candidates Cand = {N1(v2), N1(v7)}.
At that time, the exceptions are: exc(X , U )  {v2, v4, v6}. In order to compute the
upper bound of gainY (X , U ) for Y ⊆ Cand, we need to compute the ordered set of
gain{e}(X , U ) for e ∈ Cand. We have gain{N1(v2)}(X , U ) = 2 because adding N1(v2)
allows to remove the exceptions {v4, v6}, and gain{N1(v7)}(X , U ) = 1 because adding
N1(v7) removes only one exception v4. Thus, the ordered list of gains is {2, 1}. This
means that, for Y ⊆ Cand, if |Y | = 1 then gainY (X , U ) ≤ 2, and if |Y | = 2, then
gainY (X , U ) ≤ 3.
This is the foundation of the function L B defined as
L B(X , U , Cand) = min
i∈0,|Cand|
⎧
⎨
⎩
(|X | + i + 1) × log(|N |)
+
⎛
⎝1 + max
⎛
⎝|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −
i∑
j=1
g j
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
× log
⎛
⎝|U | + max
⎛
⎝|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −
i∑
j=1
g j
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
⎫
⎬
⎭
.
Property 2 f (X ∪ Y , U ) ≥ L B(X , U , Cand), ∀Y ⊆ Cand.
Proof Considering that |exc(X ∪ Y , U )| = |exc(X , U )| − gainY (X , U ), and using
Property 1: we have |exc(X∪Y , U )| ≥ |exc(X , U )|−∑|Y |j=1 g j . Also, since the number
of exceptions is reduced when X is extended, the minimum number of exceptions that
we can reach in all the search space is |exc(N (U ), U )|. Thus, we have the following
lower bound for |exc(X ∪ Y , U )|:
|exc(X ∪ Y , U )| ≥ max
⎛
⎝|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −
|Y |∑
j=1
g j
⎞
⎠ (6)
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f (X ∪Y , U ) is monotonically increasing w.r.t. exc(X ∪Y , U )|. If we replace exc(X ∪
Y , U )| by its lower bound from Eq. 6 in f (X ∪ Y , U ), this will give a lower bound
for f :
f (X ∪ Y , U ) ≥ (|X | + |Y | + 1) × log(|N |)
+
⎛
⎝1 + max
⎧
⎨
⎩
|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −
|Y |∑
j=1
g j
⎫
⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠
· log
⎛
⎝|U | + max
⎧
⎨
⎩
|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −
|Y |∑
j=1
g j
⎫
⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠ ,
But also, by definition: L B(X , U , Cand) ≤ (|X | + |Y | + 1) × log(|N |) + (1 +
max{0, |exc(X , U )| −∑|Y |j=1 gi }) · log(|U | + max{|exc(N (U ), U )|, |exc(X , U )| −∑|Y |
j=1 gi }). So, by transitivity L B(X , U , Cand) ≤ f (X ∪ Y , U ), and this concludes
the proof. unionsq
In other terms, in the recursive calls, a description length will never be lower than
L B(X , U , Cand). Thus, if its value is higher than the current best description, it is
certain that no better description can be found.
Function pruneUseless (line 3) removes candidate elements that can not improve the
description length, that is candidates e ∈ Cand for which gain({e}, X , U ) = 0. Such
element does not have the ability to reduce the number of exceptions in X . This also
implies that e will not reduce the number of exceptions for descriptions X ∪ Y , with
Y ⊆ Cand. Thus, such elements will not decrease the description length of X ∪ Y .
In Fig. 8, for X = {N1(v7)} and Cand = {N1(v2), N1(v3)}, the exceptions are:
exc(X , U ) = {v2, v6}. All these exceptions also belong to N1(v3) which is a candidate.
For this part of the search space, N1(v3) does not reduce the number of exceptions, so
it does not improve (reduce) the value of f . pruneUseless allows to prune this kind of
candidates.
The last optimization consists in choosing e ∈ Cand that minimizes f (X ∪ {e}, U )
(line 5 of Algorithm 2). This makes it possible to quickly reach descriptions with low
DLV , and subsequently provides effective pruning when used in combination with
L B.
5.3 Time complexity of SIAS-Miner
Theoretically, the number of closed CSEA patterns can be exponential in the size of
the input dataset. Since SIAS-Miner computes all the closed patterns, the number of
enumeration steps can be exponential too. Still, we can study the delay complexity
(worst case complexity between two enumeration steps). By denoting by CDLV the
complexity of DLV -Optimise, the delay of SIAS-Miner is in O(max{|V |2 · (|V | +
|A|), CDLV }). In fact, the complexity of making one recursive call of SIAS-Miner
when C = ∅ is O(|V | · (|V | + |A)|), which corresponds to the cost of Line 7 (the
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other lines have lower complexities). SIAS-Miner enumerates the closed patterns in
a depth-first manner. The depth of the search space is bounded by |V |, as in each
recursive call at least one element v ∈ V is removed from C . Thus, the number of
recursive calls between two leaves is bounded by 2 · |V |. Between two enumerated
patterns, DLV -Optimise is called once. Therefore, the time delay of SIAS-Miner is
O(max{|V |2 · (|V | + |A|), CDLV }).
It remains to compute CDLV the complexity of DLV -Optimise. In the general case,
DLV -Optimise can make at worst 2|V | recursive calls to compute DLV (U ). However,
in concrete applications, the parameter α, that controls the size of the description, is
set to a small value (e.g., generally α = 2). Indeed, in our experiments, the majority
of top patterns are described with at most two neighborhood intersections. For α = 2,
there is at most |V |(|V |+1)2 possible descriptions, and the cost of each recursive call of
DLV -Optimise is O(|V |2). Then, it gives a total complexity of O(|V |4) to compute
DLV (U ) if α = 2. In a more general manner, the complexity of computing DLV (U )
is at most O(|V |2+α).
Thus, for a specific value of α, SIAS-Miner has a polynomial time delay, and the
worst case complexity of this delay is at most O(max{|V |2 · (|V | + |A|), |V |2+α}).
We show in Sect. 6 that SIAS-Miner is able to run on real world datasets with tens of
thousands vertices, even if α is set to its maximum value |V |.
5.4 Using SIAS-Miner to iteratively mine CSEA patterns
The output of SIAS-Miner consists of the list of all the patterns sorted by their initial
SI measure. In order to iteratively mine CSEA patterns with the application of the
model updating proposed in Sect. 4, we can run SIAS-Miner once and apply a lazy
sorter on its output. At the beginning of each iteration, this sorter picks the pattern with
the highest SI, and proceeds to the update of SI of the other patterns in the previously
sorted list L = {P0, . . . , Pq}. However, we do not need to update the SI of all the
patterns in L: we stop as soon as we find a pattern Pi whose updated SI is the highest
among the already updated patterns {P0, . . . , Pi−1}, but also higher than the SI of the
patterns that are not updated yet: {Pi+1, . . . , Pq}. In fact, the SI of all these remaining
patterns will either decrease or remains unchanged, so Pi will necessarily be the best
pattern of the next iteration. This procedure can be then repeated iteratively to get
more patterns.
6 Experiments
In this section, we report our experimental results. We start by describing the real-
world datasets we used, as well as the questions we aim to answer. Then, we provide a
thorough comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms: Cenergetics (Bendimerad et al.
2018), P-N-RMiner (Lijffijt et al. 2016), and GAMER (Günnemann et al. 2010). Even-
tually, we provide a qualitative analysis that demonstrates the ability of our approach
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to achieve the desired goal. For reproducibility purposes, the source code and the data
are made available.5
Experimental setting Experiments are performed on four datasets:
– The London graph (|V | = 289, |E | = 544, | Aˆ| = 10) is based on the social
network Foursquare.6 Each vertex depicts a district in London and edges link
adjacent districts. Each attribute stands for the number of places of a given type
(e.g. outdoors, colleges, restaurants, etc.) in each district. The total number of
represented venues in this graph is 25029.
– The Ingredients graph (|V | = 2400, |E | = 7932, | Aˆ| = 20) is built from
the data provided by Kaggle7 and features given by Yummly.8 Each vertex is a
recipe ingredient. The attributes correspond to the number of recipes grouped by
nationality (greek, italian, mexican, thai, etc.) that include this ingredient. An edge
exists between two ingredients if the Jaccard similarity between their recipes is
higher than 0.03. The total number of used recipes is 39774.
– The US Flightsgraph (|V | = 322, |E | = 2039, | Aˆ| = 14) is a dataset provided
by Kaggle9 which contains information about flights between USA airports in
2015. The vertices represent USA airports and the attributes depict the number
of flights per airline company in the corresponding airports. Edges connect two
airports if there are at least 100 flights between them.
– The DBLP graph (|V | = 38, 895, |E | = 112, 404, | Aˆ| = 10) is a co-authorship
graph built from the DBLP digital library. Each vertex represents an author who
has published at least one paper in 10 major conferences and journals of in the
Data Mining and Databases communities,10 between January 1990 and March
2019. Each edge links two authors who co-authored at least one paper in these
conferences and journals. The attributes depict for each author the number of
publications in the 10 aforementioned conferences and journals.
Considering all the numerical values of attributes is computationally expensive,
we pre-process each graph so that for each attribute, the values ca(v) are binned
into five quantiles. This means that each attribute ca(v) is numerical and takes
only 5 different values.
There is no approach that supports the discovery of subjectively interesting
attributed subgraphs in the literature. Nevertheless, we identify three approaches
whose goal shares some similarities with ours. These three approaches are repre-
sentative in comparison with the state-of-the-art. Other methods from the literature
are not considered in this experimental study because they do not handle (several)
numerical attributes or they require some additional settings (e.g., community
search). We thus consider in our study the following methods:
– P-N-RMiner (Lijffijt et al. 2016) is an algorithm that mines multi-relational datasets
to enumerate a specific structure of patterns called Maximal Complete Connected
5 http://goo.gl/ZxsvbX.
6 https://foursquare.com.
7 https://www.kaggle.com/kaggle/recipe-ingredients-dataset.
8 https://www.yummly.com/.
9 https://www.kaggle.com/usdot/flight-delays/data
10 DMKD, VLDB journal, Machine Learning, TKDE, KDD, ICDM, VLDB, ICDE, ICML, IJCAI.
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Subsets (MCCS). Any vertex-attributed graph can be mapped to an entity-relational
model where the pattern syntax of P-N-RMiner is equivalent to ours [each MCCS
corresponds to a closed pattern (clo(U ), maxS(U )) in our context]. This means
that P-N-RMiner is very suitable to evaluate the performance of our algorithm.
The mapping from a graph to the required relational format is detailed in Appendix
A. Although the pattern syntax in this design is equivalent to our approach, our
interestingness quantification is very different, because the information contained
in the patterns shown to the user does not align with the ranking of P-N-RMiner.
Hence, we use P-N-RMiner only to compare the runtime performance of our
approach.
– Cenergetics (Bendimerad et al. 2018) aims at discovering connected subgraphs
involving overrepresented and/or underrepresented attributes. It assesses excep-
tionality with the weighted relative accuracy (WRAcc) measure that accounts for
margins but cannot account for other background knowledge.
– GAMER (Günnemann et al. 2010): Given an attributed graph, this method finds
dense subgraphs (quasi-cliques) where vertices show a high similarity in subsets
of attributes. In these subgraphs, these attribute values fall into narrow intervals
whose width does not exceed a specified threshold W . The main difference with
our approach is that GAMER looks only for similarity and cohesiveness, but not
exceptionality and surprisingness.
In this experimental study, our aim is to answer the following questions: What is the
efficiency of SIAS-Miner regarding to graph dimensions? Is SIAS-Miner able to deal
with real world datasets? What are the differences between the results of our approach
and those of the considered baselines? What about the relevance of the CSEA patterns?
Quantitative experiments Figure 9 reports the runtime of SIAS-Miner and P-N-
RMiner according to the number of vertices, the number of attributes and the minimum
number of vertices of searched patterns, for each of the datasets.
The points that are not displayed in the curves of P-N-RMiner are the ones that
exceeded a time limit of 104 s. For example, when we variated the attributes in the
ingredients dataset, P-N-RMiner was not able to finish any configuration in less than
104 s. These tests reveal that SIAS-Miner outperforms P-N-RMiner in all the datasets in
almost all the configurations, and the difference is generally between 2 and 4 orders of
magnitude. Although P-N-RMiner is a principled algorithm that uses several advanced
optimization techniques, SIAS-Miner is faster since it is particularly defined to deal
with attributed graphs, and it takes benefits from several specificities of these structures
to optimize the search space exploration.
Qualitative experiments The goal is to compare the properties of the patterns found
by SIAS-Miner with those of Cenergetics and GAMER. We do not consider P-N-
RMiner for two reasons: (1) Even if the pattern syntax can be made equivalent between
SIAS-Miner and P-N-RMiner, the model used in P-N-RMiner to assess the quality
of patterns is not adapted to the goal of mining attributed graphs, (2) P-N-RMiner
was not able to finish it execution in any of the studied datasets when the whole set
of vertices are considered. We first extract the top 200 diversified patterns of each
approach. Also, DBLP results for GAMER are not studied because this approach was
not able to perform on this dataset. We compute a summary of patterns obtained by
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Fig. 9 SIAS-Miner versus P-N-RMiner: runtime when varying |V | (first column), |A| (second column)
and a threshold on the minimum number of vertices in searched patterns (third column) for London graph
(D = 3, first row), flights graph (D = 1, second row), ingredients graph (D = 1, third row), and DBLP
dataset (D = 1, fourth row)
Cenergetics based on Jaccard similarity in order to have diversified patterns to study.
This set only contains patterns whose pairwise Jaccard similarity is lower than 0.6.
This step is not applied on GAMER and SIAS-Miner results since GAMER output is
internally summarized with a similar approach, and SIAS-Miner patterns are already
diversified thanks to the iterative mining with model updating. In the following, we
compare the properties depicted in Fig. 10:
– Density and relative degree: The density of a pattern (U , S) is 2×|E(U )||U |×(|U |−1) where|E(U )| is the number of edges in the induced subgraph G[U ], and the relative
degree of a vertex v in a set of vertices U is |N1(v)∩U ||U |−1 . These properties are the
highest for GAMER, this can be explained by the fact that its patterns are made
of quasi-cliques, which makes them denser. In Flights and Ingredients
datasets, the density and the degree for SIAS-Miner are higher than those of Cener-
getics, while they are lower for the London graph. In fact, for SIAS-Miner, D
was set to 3 for London, and to 1 for Flights and Ingredients. The higher
the value of D, the sparser the results can be. In general, Cenergetics patterns
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Fig. 10 Comparisons of properties of identified patterns by SIAS-Miner, Cenergetics, and GAMER in
London, Ingredients, and Flights graphs
have a low density and relative degree, because this approach requires only the
connectivity of vertices in the patterns, some of these patterns can be very sparse
subgraphs.
– Diameter: The diameter of a subgraph U is the maximum pairwise distance
between vertices of U . GAMER patterns have the smallest average diameter,
while Cenergetics patterns have the highest ones. The diameter of SIAS-Miner
is comparable to the one of Cenergetics in London (D = 3) and DBLP (D = 1),
but it is smaller for Flights and Ingredients (D = 1).
– Size and number of covered attributes: The size of a pattern (U , S) corresponds
to |U | and the number of covered attributes is |S|. GAMER has patterns with the
smallest average size, this is reasonable because it requires a harder constraint on
the structure of patterns, which is the quasi-cliqueness. This small size of U allows
GAMER patterns to be covered with a larger number of attributes comparing with
the other approaches.
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– Contrast of attributes: Given the identified patterns (U , S) we want to measure how
much the characteristics S are over (or under) expressed in U . First, we define the
constrast of a given attribute a in a given set of vertices U as the absolute difference
between its average ratio in U and its overall average ratio: contrast(a, U ) =
| 1|U | ×
∑
v∈U
aˆ(v)
Aˆ(v)
− 1|V | ×
∑
v∈V
aˆ(v)
Aˆ(v)
|, with Aˆ(v) = ∑a∈A aˆ(v). The contrast
of a pattern (U , S) is the average contrast contrast(a, U ) among the attributes a
that appear in S. As expected, GAMER has the minimum values of contrasts for
all the datasets, indeed, GAMER is only interested by the similarity of attributes
in the pattern but not by their exceptionality. The contrasts for SIAS-Miner and
Cenergetics are higher, and they are comparable in London Flights and DBLP
datasets, while it is higher for SIAS-Miner in Ingredients dataset.
To conclude, there is a clear structural difference between patterns of the three
approaches. GAMER finds denser subgraphs, and Cenergetics patterns are generally
the sparsest ones. GAMER does not look to the exceptionality of attributes in the
patterns, but only for their similarities. Another major difference is the possibility of
integrating different prior beliefs in the MaxEnt model of SIAS-Miner, and the update
of the background model after the observation of each pattern by the user, which is
not possible in the other attributed graph mining approaches.
Illustrative results In Fig. 1, we show some patterns that SIAS-Miner discovered in
the London graph. We chose the top 4 patterns, and P14 which is the best pattern with
more than one core vertex. Green cells represent vertices covered by a CSEA pattern
while blue cells are the core vertices that are also in the cover, and the red cells are
normal exceptions. For example, P1 covers the distance three neighbors of the blue
vertex, with an exceptional prevalence of nightlife and professional venues. Indeed,
P1 includes the City of London which contains the primary central business district
(CBD) of London, and it is known by its prevalent number of nightlife venues (pubs,
bars, etc.) in some areas like the Soho and the South Bank neighborhood. The second
pattern P2 covers Stoke Newington, with a high prevalence of nightlife spots (e.g.,
bars) and food venues, and a non-prevalence of colleges and universities. Specifically,
this area is characterized by a wide range of bars and cafes, especially around the
Church Street and lining the road of Dalston. The patterns P3 and P4 are two other
areas where food venues are prevalent. Finally, Bermondsey is covered by P14 and
described by a high presence of professional venues, and a non-prevalence of event
venues, colleges and universities.
We report in Fig. 11 the top 4 patterns discovered by SIAS-Miner inIngredients
graph. P1 corresponds to a set of ingredients that appear a lot in Mexican recipes. They
are described as neighbors of enchilada sauce which is an ingredient originally from
Mexico. Notice that this pattern does not contain any exception. P2 is defined by a set of
27 ingredients that are highly present in Indian recipes (e.g., green cardamom, garam
masala, curry leaves, etc.), with ghee as a core vertex. This last ingredient is a class of
butter that originated in ancient India, and is commonly used in cuisine of the Indian
subcontinent. P3 presents some ingredients that are characteristic of the Italian cuisine
(e.g., pasta sauce, pizza sauce, fresh basil, etc.), and describes them as neighbors of
mozzarella cheese, with a number of 2 exceptions. P4 is another group of ingredients
that are highly present in Mexican food, and they are co-occurrent with white onion in
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Fig. 11 Top 4 patterns discovered in Ingredients (minV ertices = 5, D = 1)
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Fig. 12 Patterns discovered in the Ingredients graph. P15: the best pattern with more than one attribute
in the characteristic, P71: the best pattern with more than one core vertex in the description. (minV ertices =
5, D = 1)
a large number of recipes. In Fig. 12, we also present some other specific patterns, P15
is the best pattern with more than one attribute in the characteristic (an exceptional
prevalence in Chinese, Thai and Japanese food), and P71 is the best pattern with more
than one core vertex (the cores are garlic cloves and chili powder). This last pattern
has also an exceptional prevalence in several types of cuisine, but the prevalence is
much more significant in Mexican food (with Cmexican(v) ≤ 8.6 · 10−4). For more
details, we display in the companion page the complete set of top 100 patterns of each
of London and Ingredients datasets.
We show in Fig. 13 the top 3 patterns discovered by SIAS-Miner in DBLP graph.
P1 consists of researchers who are co-authors of Milind Tambe in some of the 10
studied conferences and journals. They have published a significant number of papers
in the IJCAI conference (156 publications), and they have not collaborated in papers
of the VLDB conference or the VLDB Journal. Particularly, the central author Milind
Tambe has co-authored 26 IJCAI papers with this group of researchers. P2 describes
the co-authors of Yoshua Bengio, except 5 of them. They have significantly published
in the ICML conference (174 papers in overall) and have not published in the VLDB
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Fig. 13 Top 3 discovered in the DBLP graph. P15 (minV ertices = 5, D = 1)
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Fig. 14 DBLP graph: Best pattern with more than one core vertex (minV ertices = 5, D = 1)
or DMKD journals. P3 shows another group of researchers belonging to the artificial
intelligence community as they have a large number of publications in IJCAI (314
papers). Also, these researchers have not collaborated in papers published in KDD,
VLDB, or VLDB Journal. They are described exactly as the set of co-authors of
Jérôme Lang, who is a highly influential researcher from the artificial intelligence
community. We also show in Fig. 14 the best DBLP pattern with more than one core
vertex. It corresponds to the common co-authors of Hui Xiong and Enhong Chen, for
whom there is a large number of publications in ICDM (87 papers), a low number of
publications in ICML (only one paper), and no publication in VLDB.
7 Related work
Several approaches have been designed to discover new insights in vertex attributed
graphs. The pioneering work of Moser et al. (2009) presents a method to mine dense
homogeneous subgraphs, i.e., subgraphs whose vertices share a large set of attributes.
Similarly, Günnemann et al. (2010) introduce GAMER, a method based on subspace
clustering and dense subgraph mining to extract non-redundant subgraphs that are
homogeneous with respect to the vertex attributes. Silva et al. (2012) extract pairs
made of a dense subgraph and a Boolean attribute set such that the Boolean attributes
are strongly associated with the dense subgraphs. In Prado et al. (2013), the authors
propose to mine the graph topology of a large attributed graph by finding regularities
among numerical vertex descriptors. Zhang et al. (2017) aim to find (k, r)-cores in
attributed graphs, a (k, r)-cores is a connected subgraph where each vertex is connected
to at least k vertices and the similarity between attributes values is higher than a
minimum threshold r . Several papers (Fang et al. 2017b, 2016; Shang et al. 2016;
Huang et al. 2017; Huang and Lakshmanan 2017; Fang et al. 2017a) have recently
addressed the problem of community search in attributed graphs, finding communities
that contain a user-specified set of vertices and have similar attribute values. (Silva et al.
2015) propose an approach to compress attributes values in a graph where each vertex
is described by a single numerical attribute. This consists in partitioning the graph into
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smooth areas where attribute values are similar, and store only the average values of
each area. Using signal processing theory (Shuman et al. 2013; Sandryhaila and Moura
2013), some methods have been proposed to extract knowledge from attributed graphs.
For instance, given a graph where vertices are augmented with Boolean attributes,
(Chen et al. 2017b) study the problem of detecting localized attributes. In other terms,
the goal is to find an attribute whose activated vertices form a subgraph that can be
easily separated from the rest of the vertices. (Chen et al. 2018) implement a graph
multiresolution representation approach for graphs where vertices are described by
a single numerical attribute (a signal). It iteratively partitions a graph into smooth
connected subgraphs from coarse to fine levels.
The main objective of all these approaches is to find regularities instead of peculiar-
ities within a large graph, whereas SIAS-Miner mines subgraphs with distinguishing
characteristics. Comparative experiments with GAMER in Sect. 6 provide evidence
about this point.
Interestingly, Atzmueller et al. (2016) proposes to mine descriptions of communi-
ties from vertex attributes, with a Subgroup Discovery approach. In this supervised
setting, each community is treated as a target that can be assessed by well-established
measures, like the WRAcc measure. In Kaytoue et al. (2017), the authors aim at dis-
covering contextualized subgraphs that are exceptional with respect to a model of the
dataset. Restrictions on the attributes, that are associated to edges, are used to gener-
ate subgraphs. Such patterns are of interest if they pass a statistical test and have high
value on an adapted WRAcc measure. Similarly, Lemmerich et al. (2016) proposes to
discover subgroups with exceptional transition behavior as assessed by a first-order
Markov chain model. (Miller et al. 2013, 2015) studied the problem of subgraph detec-
tion (SPG) in simple graphs with weighted edges, and formalised it as a problem of
detecting signal in noise. It aims to find subgraphs having an exceptional connectivity
regarding to the one expected using a background model. Gupta et al. (2014) identify
subgraphs matching a query template and having an anomalous connectivity structure.
An edge is considered anomalous if a weighted attribute-similarity between the linked
vertices is small. Chen et al. (2017a) propose a generic framework for subspace cluster
detection in attributed graphs. This framework can be instantiated with some devia-
tion functions to identify anomalous subspace clusters. The problem of exceptional
subgraph mining in attributed graphs is introduced in Bendimerad et al. (2018). Based
on an adaptation of the WRAcc measure, the method Cenergetics, which is one of
the baselines in our experiments, aims to discover subgraphs with homogeneous and
exceptional characteristics.
More generally, Subgroup Discovery (Lavrac et al. 2004; Novak et al. 2009) aims
to find descriptions of sub-populations for which the distribution of a predefined target
value is significantly different from the distribution in the whole data. Several quality
measures have been defined to assess the interest of a subgroup. The WRAcc is the most
commonly used. However, these measures do not take any background knowledge
into account. Hence, one can expect that identified subgroups are less informative. The
problem of taking subjective interestingness into account in pattern mining was already
identified in Silberschatz and Tuzhilin (1995) and has seen a renewed interest in the
last decade. The interestingness measure employed here is inspired by the FORSIED
framework (De Bie 2011a, 2013), which defines the SI of a pattern as the ratio between
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the IC and the DL. The IC is the amount of information specified by showing the user a
pattern. The quantification is based on the gain from a Maximum Entropy background
model that delineates the current knowledge of a user, hence it is subjective, i.e.,
particular to the modeled belief state. van Leeuwen et al. (2016) exploit this framework
for discovering surprisingly dense subgraphs in graphs without attributes, the user is
assumed to have priors about the graph density and/or vertex degrees. Perozzi et al.
(2014) also proposes to take into account the user in the clustering and the outlier
detection tasks, but from a different perspective. It infers user preferences through a set
of user-provided examples, while our goal is to integrate user background knowledge to
find surprising patterns. We depict in Table 2 an overview about the methods discussed
in this section.
8 Conclusion
We have introduced a new syntax for local patterns in attributed graphs, called cohe-
sive subgraphs with exceptional attributes (CSEA). These patterns provide a set of
attributes that have exceptional values throughout a cohesive subset of vertices. The
strength of CSEA lies in its independence to any notion of support to assess the inter-
estingness of a pattern. Instead, the interestingness is defined based on information
theory, as the ratio of the information content (IC) over the description length (DL).
The IC is the amount of information provided by showing the user a pattern. The
quantification is based on the gain from a Maximum Entropy background model that
delineates the current knowledge of a user. Using a generically applicable prior as
background knowledge, we provide a quantification of exceptionality that (subjec-
tively) appears to match our intuition. We also show how to update the background
model when the current knowledge of the user changes by observing a new pattern.
This allows to iteratively identify patterns that give new information out of the one
already acquired by the previously observed patterns.
The DL assesses the complexity of reading a pattern, the user being interested in
concise and intuitive descriptions. Thus, we proposed to describe a set of vertices as
an intersection of neighborhoods of certain distance from certain vertices, the distance
and vertices making up the description of the subgraph. This kind of description is
suitable and interpretable in many use cases illustrated in this paper, such as mining
urban areas and describing them with some central locations, or mining collaboration
networks and describing groups as neighbors (e.g., collaborators, friends, followers,
etc.) of some specific persons.
We have proposed an effective algorithm that enumerates patterns of this language.
Extensive empirical results on four real-world datasets confirm that CSEA patterns
are intuitive, and the interestingness measure aligns well with actual subjective inter-
estingness.
This paper opens up several avenues for further research. First, the main limitation
of SIAS-Miner is its running time that may grow exponentially with respect to the
number of attributes. In fact, this algorithm enumerates exhaustively the closed CSEA
patterns to provide the completeness guarantee. While some heuristic strategies (e.g.,
Beam Search Gamberger and Lavrac 2002) can be relatively easily adapted to this
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problem, a challenge is to investigate heuristic approaches that provide guarantees
about the goodness of the results. Another limitation is related to the DL, although
the proposed pattern redescription is suitable for many use cases, other alternative
redescriptions can be more appropriate for some other applications, such as dense
subgraphs (to study communities in social networks), paths (biological networks,
trajectory networks), spanning trees (network). A promising avenue is to provide
the possibility to use diverse types of redescriptions that can be chosen according
to the mining task. Eventually, other kinds of prior beliefs can be integrated. For
instance, one can consider a hierarchy over the attributes that must be thoroughly
taken into account for the modeling of the priors and for reasoning when updating the
background knowledge. Finally, SIAS-Miner is based on the FORSIED framework for
the development of subjective interestingness measures. Exploring alternative choices
for the interestingness measure is another possible avenue for further research.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-
tional License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,
and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
Appendix A: Transformation of an attributed graph to P-N-RMiner
syntax
In the experimental evaluation, we have compared the runtime of SIAS-Miner with
the one of P-N-RMiner algorithm (Lijffijt et al. 2016). Here we explain in detail how
to apply the transformation of an attributed graph to an entity relational model that can
be given as an input to P-N-RMiner algorithm. P-N-RMiner mines multi-relational
datasets to enumerate a specific structure of patterns called MCCS.
As stated in the paper, any vertex-attributed graph can be mapped to an entity-
relational model where the pattern syntax of P-N-RMiner is equivalent to ours (each
MCCS pattern corresponds to a closed pattern (clo(U ), maxS(U )) in our context). The
mapping from a graph to the required relational format is depicted in Fig. 15. This
gives an entity-relational model D through (1) creation of an entity type Ev containing
Fig. 15 Transformation from (1) a graph structure to (2) an entity-relation model with D = 1, and (3) an
example of a maximal complete connected subset (MCCS) pattern from P-N-RMiner
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all vertices in G, (2) creation of | Aˆ| entity types Ea1, Ea2, . . . Ea| Aˆ|, one per attribute,
and (3) creation of an entity type EN containing all neighborhoods.
In Fig. 15 (2) it is shown that intervals and neighborhoods form a hierarchy. For
neighborhoods, the relationship holds that if a vertex vi is contained in a neigh-
borhood Nk(v j ), then it is also contained in all neighborhoods with larger radius:
vi ∈ Nk(v j ) ⇒ vi ∈ Nl(v j ) ∀l ≥ k. A similar statement holds for intervals.
We give an example of MCCS pattern in Fig. 15 (3). It is a set of entities that form
a complete connected K-partite subgraph F (K=4 since we have 4 involved types of
entities: vertices v, neighborhoods Ni (v j ), a first attribute a1, and a second attribute
a2): each vertex in F is connected to each neighborhood Ni (v j ) in F and to each
attribute value of a1 and a2 in F .
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